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TOPIC: L.1.2

Contractions:
In The Mail

Contractions combine two bigger words to make one smaller word.

Instructions
Match the mail to the correct mailbox.

Instructions
These letters fell out of the mailbox! Circle the contractions from the 
list of words below.

I’m

don’t

we’ll

you’re

Pre K-12th Grade Worksheet 

Topic: CCSS L.1.2 Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English capitalization, punctuation, and spelling 
when writing. 

Instructions: Contractions combine two bigger words to make one smaller 
word. Match the mail to the correct mailbox. 

                  

 

 

                                      

                                       

                                      

    we will

    I am

don’t

   you are

we’ll

     do not

you’re

I’m
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Instructions: These letters fell out of the mailbox! Circle the contractions from 
the list of words below. 

would  I’m  isn’t  cannot 

house  he’s  help  hello 

won’t  it’s  there your 

you’re  she’s shell she’ll

would  I’m  isn’t  cannot

house  he’s  help hello

won’t  it’s  there your

you’re  she’s shell she’ll


